
H I D D E N
D I M E N S I O N S

A journey into the crevasses of your mind



For those that enjoy art’s power to capture the imagination and open pathways into the subconscious, 

I welcome you into my introspective world. Allow yourself to let go and acknowledge the emotions 

that surface as you visually traverse the photographic landscapes from reality toward something else. 

This is the moment when the “other you” is revealed to share, to speak and to disrupt the calm.

Hidden Dimensions is where the real and the surreal merge. Where perceptions, concepts and atti-

tudes simultaneously awaken the most cerebral, ethereal and primal elements within you.  Challenge 

yourself as you engage with the following words and images. 

Each section within Hidden Dimensions approaches different realities: psycho- sexual forces, primitive 

connections to your animal and tribal natures, your spiritual, intellectual insights and humor. This all 

happens while focusing on artistic segmentation, intergenerational memory and your inner psyche 

that formulates perceptions of both subliminal and cognitive awareness. Your experience and emo-

tional connection to the imagery may be guttural which brings us to this idea that I call connectivism. 

Here, in some magnetic, organic way, you are drawn into the imagery or repelled by its composition, 

possibly connecting you to your hidden past, and now the raw nerves are being exposed.

Imagery 

http://patrickstull.com/the-surreal-1

Imagery that challenges the psyche

About the book

http://patrickstull.com/the-surreal-1


Woman, she has this unbelievable power that can transforms the world into a more humane place.



There’s a power we receive when we share our energy with others. Here we are 

transformed and empowered becoming something more than before.



Stull creates unique imagery, sculptures, and multimedia exhibitions based mostly about 
our humanity. Recently he has ventured into the world of surrealism and artistic expression.

patrickstull

71 years old, spent last 18 years in the artistic world. Stull 

has worked in various art mediums, sculpture, paint, poetry, 

photography, mix media and audio to create a unique once in a 

lifetime, all-encompassing experience. Educated at San Diego 

State University with degrees in Psychology, Economics and 

Philosophy during the 1960’s.

• He has been featured on Broadcast (TV and Radio) and local, 

national print media with two major multi-media exhibitions.

• He is a product of a Catholic Irish/German family, one of five 

children where work, discipline & religion took precedence 

over emotional expressions of the self a different kind of loving 

environment. 

• Being a husband of thirty-plus years & father to two has 

taught him the power of kindness, love and commitment.

About the artist



BOOKS
• Hidden Dimensions : What lies beneath the photographic 

   image | Book 2018

•  Encounters : Compositions about women, art, nature and 

    men | Book 2018

•  Evolve : Woman’s Journey | Book 2006

• Being Different : Individuals in our society that are not the

   norm | Book 2019

•  The Power of Art: The transition from photography into art 

    | Book 2019

EXHIBITIONS:
• Hidden Dimensions : European Openning | 2019/2020

• Evolve : A Woman’s Journey - San Francisco Fort Mason 

   | Exhibition 2006

• The Six Jewish Girls : San Francisco Yerba Buena Center for 

   the Arts | Exhibition 2004

About the media

Stull has been interviewed on radio, television and various national and local print 
publications. The following are a few examples:



patrickstull

I searched for something meaningful beneath the obvious image.

To love something and know not why is a intimate, cerebral experience.

I give you ethereal moments, when the flesh and spirits align.

Thank you!


